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Exicom Tele-Systems Stand 5015 

Exicom Tele-Systems Ltd
8 Commercial Complex
Greater Kailash Part II
IN-110048 New Delhi
India
Tel: +91 11 29227 151
Fax: +91 11 29227 355
Email: contact@exicom.in
URL: www.etsl.in

Exicom Tele-Systems is a leading manufacturer and supplier of telecoms power products and associated 
solutions such as SMPS power plants, end-to-end integrated BTS power solutions, battery health monitoring
and management systems, etc. with ISO 9000 certified operations. Our new range of products have slashed 
operational expenditure by more than 20% while at the same time providing higher efficiency, enriched features
and seamless expandability into the future. Exicom is committed to achieving the highest standards in product 
development (including wind and solar), manufacturing and marketing of world-class products for indigenous 
as well as international markets. Exicom Tele-Systems also designs and manufactures high-capacity microwave
equipment for network operators and service providers worldwide. Our state-of-the-art radios offer full flexibility to 
carry traditional TDM traffic and also to upgrade to all IP network in the coming future. Create a reliable, scalable 
and high-speed backhaul network that, as a network operator, you always demanded. A mix of strong and earthy 
values, simple upbeat service deliveries to separate this firm from others, and the production of a very sophisticated
range of products have led to a very direct, confident corporate stance that continues to be the centerpiece of each 
product that is produced.

Fabrinet Stand 2561 

Fabrinet
4104 24th Street, #345
US-San Francisco, CA 94114-3615
United States
Tel: +1 650 575 9650
Fax: +1 978 926 5359
Email: cooper@fabrinet.com
URL: www.fabrinet.com

Fabrinet provides manufacturing services to leading technology companies worldwide. Specializing in precision 
optical, electro-optical, sophisticated electronic PCBA and mechatronic process technologies for high-mix, any 
volume production, Fabrinet provides end-to-end, turnkey manufacturing services. Backed by our global reputation 
for rigorous quality control, flexibility, outstanding service and stringent IP protection, Fabrinet helps customers
reduce manufacturing costs and adapt more quickly to changing market conditions. Our deep and unparalleled
experience managing complex operations in low-cost Southeast Asia has made Fabrinet the trusted partner of the 
world’s most demanding OEMS.

Femto Forum Stand 5041.01j UK Pavilion

Femto Forum
PO Box 23
GB-Dursley, Glos GL11 5WA
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 1635 249697
Fax: +44 845 644 5824
Email: info@femtoforum.org
URL: www.femtoforum.org
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